GENERAL INFORMATION
 Cuna de Campeones is a national Championship consisting of 4 double races for the
Minibikes and Mini GP 110 categories, 7 races for the Moto 5 and 6 races for PreMoto 4,
categories which are going to be done in the best Spanish circuits. The young riders can
opt to different grants: scholarship, semi- scholarship, and mini- scholarship granted by
the Circuit de la Comunitat Valenciana Ricado Tormo with a single goal: training and
promoting the future motorcycling champions. An incredible opportunity to be a racing
rider.

 The scholarships, semi- scholarships and mini- scholarships granted by the Circuit de la
Comunitat Valenciana Ricardo Tormo, consist of a 60% discount on the inscription price
for the scholarships, a 30% for the half- scholarships and a 15% for the minischolarships.
 Complete the request you can find in the website and send it by email to:
escuela.motos@circuitvalencia.com or to the Fax number: 96 252 52 24.
 For more info, you can call to: 96 252 52 41, 96 252 52 20 or the official website:
www.cunadecampeones.es

CATEGORIES AND SCHOLARSHIPS
 The selection tests will be done only for Minibikes; they take place at Circuit de la
Comunitat Valenciana in January 20th 2018 at school track. For the other categories, the
scholarships, semi- scholarships, and mini- scholarships will be granted to the 5 first
classified during the 2017 season.
 The inscriptions will be accepted till January 18th 2018. After this tests evaluation, the
organization will grant:
 Minibikes: 2 scholarships and 3 semi-scholarships for the riders with the best
results at the selection tests.
 Mini GP 110: 1 scholarship for the winner of the Minibikes category during the
2017 season, 2 semi- scholarships for the second and third classifieds and 2 minischolarships for the fourth and fifth.
 Moto 5: 1 scholarship for the Mini GP 110 category winner during the 2017 season,
2 semi-scholarships for the second and third classifieds, and 2 mini- scholarships for
the fourth and fifth.
 PreMoto 4: 1 scholarship for the Moto 5 category winner during the 2017 season, 2
semi-scholarships for the second and third classifieds, and 2 mini- scholarships for
the fourth and fifth.
 PreMoto 3: 1 scholarship for the PreMoto 4 category winner during the 2017 season
and 1 semi- scholarship for the runner-up.
 European Talent Cup: 1 scholarship for the PreMoto 3 category winner during the
2017 season and 1 semi- scholarship for the runner-up.
 Moto 3 first year moto MIR: 1 scholarship for the best Cuna de Campeones rider
in this category, whenever he is among the three first riders at the European Talent
Cup.
 Moto 3 second year moto KTM: 1 scholarship if the rider has been among the 10
first classifieds during the 2018 season or having achieved lap times established by
the Circuit technics.

CATEGORIES AND SCHOLARSHIPS
 Each rider must pay the inscription fee of the pertinent category. Furthermore the riders
must fill in the request you can find in the website:
https://www.cunadecampeones.es/formulario-inscripcion-la-cuna-campeones-2018/ , and
bring it printed.
 Method of payment: bank transfer to: C.M.P.D S.A, account number: IBAN ES 72 2038-8814-696000011830
 All the riders must bring the school report, in order to let the organization controlling the marks
during the school year and penalizing the riders that haven’t passed all the subjects.

MINIBIKES













The championship includes 4 events with 2 races per event.
Riders turning 6 years old before the first race and not turning 10 during 2018.
The bikes of this category have 5 CV of power, 21 kg of weight and wheels of 5 inch.
The organization will grant:
 2 scholarships and 3 semi- scholarships for the riders with the best results at the selection tests.
 Scholarships, semi- scholarships, and the complete inscriptions to the Championship include:
 Racing apparel (helmet and leather suit)
 Motorcycle painted and labelled for the Championship
 Lubrication kit
 Clothing kit composed by 4 T-shirts, 2 sweatshirts and 2 jackets.
 Technical advice
 NG brake disks kit
 3x3 Cuna de Campeones
The scholarship holders must pay for the inscription:
 Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.
 846€ if they want a motorbike.
The semi- scholarship holders must pay:
 381€ if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.
 1.481€ if they want a motorbike.
The non scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders have to pay for the inscription:
 In case they have their own motorbike and want to participate in all the Championship, they will pay for 1.016€. Furthermore, they must
be inscribed in the RFME website and send us the fairings to paint and label them.
 2.116€ if they want a motorbike.
All the scholarship, semi- scholarship or who want to get inscribed, in addition to the indicated costs, they must get inscribed in the RFME website,
paying the registration for each race.

MINI GP 110















The championship includes 4 events with 2 races per event.
Riders turning 7 years old before the first race and not turning 12 during 2018.
The bikes of this category have 10 CV of power, 65 kg of weight and wheels of 10 inch, with 4 gears and a clutch.
The organization will grant:

1 scholarship, 2 semi- scholarships and 2 mini- scholarships.

The scholarship is for the 2017 season Minibikes’s winner.

2 semi- scholarships for the second and third classifieds of Minibikes during the 2017 season.

2 mini- scholarships for the fourth and fifth classifieds of Minibikes during the 2017 season.

Scholarships, semi- scholarships, mini- scholarships and the complete inscriptions to the Championship include:

Racing apparel (helmet and leather suit)

Motorcycle painted and labelled for the Championship

Lubrication kit

Clothing kit composed by 4 T-shirts, 2 sweatshirts and 2 jackets.

Technical advice

NG brake disks kit

3x3 Cuna de Campeones
The scholarship holders must pay for the inscription:

Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

938€ if they want a motorbike.
The semi- scholarship holders must pay:

342€ if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

1.428€ if they want a motorbike.
The mini- scholarship holders must pay:

694€ if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

1.994€ if they want a motorbike.
The non scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders have to pay for the inscription:

In case they have their own motorbike and want to participate in all the Championship, they will pay for 1.046€.
Furthermore, they must be inscribed in the RFME website and send us the fairings to paint and label them.

2.346€ if they want a motorbike.
All the scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders who want to get inscribed, in addition to the indicated costs,
they must get inscribed in the RFME website, paying the registration per race.

MOTO 5
 The championship includes: 7 events. 4 events with double races in karting and 3 more in permanent circuits, two of them
togheter with the RFME CEV and the last one will be confirmed with the calendar.
 Riders turning 10 years old before the first race and not turning 14 during 2018, the only exception is for riders who had been
among the three best ones of the category Mini GP 110, they can turn 10 years old during the year.
 The bikes of this category have 20 CV of power, 93 kg of weight and wheels of 17 inch.
 The organization will grant:

1 scholarship, 2 semi- scholarships and 2 mini- scholarships.

The scholarship is for the 2017 season Mini GP 110’s winner.

2 semi- scholarships for the second and third classifieds of Mini GP 110 during the 2017 season.

2 mini- scholarships for the fourth and fifth classifieds of Mini GP 110 during the 2017 season.

Scholarships, semi- scholarships, mini- scholarships and the complete inscriptions to the Championship include:

Racing apparel (helmet and leather suit)

Motorcycle painted and labelled for the Championship

Lubrication kit

Clothing kit composed by 4 T-shirts, 2 sweatshirts and 2 jackets.

Technical advice

NG brake disks kit

3x3 Cuna de Campeones
 The scholarship holders must pay for the inscription:

Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

2.208€ if they want a motorbike.
 The semi- scholarship holders must pay:

Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

3.600€ if they want a motorbike.
 The mini- scholarship holders must pay:

772€ if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

4.692€ if they want a motorbike.
 The non scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders have to pay for the inscription:

In case they have their own motorbike and want to participate in all the Championship, they will pay for 1.600€.
Furthermore, they must be inscribed in the RFME website and send us the fairings to paint and label them.

5.520€ if they want a motorbike.
 All the scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders who want to get inscribed, in addition to the indicated
costs, they must get inscribed in the RFME website, paying the registration per race.

PREMOTO 4
 The championship includes 6 events: 3 events with two races in the FIM CEV Repsol, 2 events with one race the RFME CEV and the
final round in the GP of the Comunidad Valenciana. Schedule:
 1 Race: Valencia 29 Abril, 2 races
 2 Race: Barcelona 27 Mayo, 1 race
 3 Race: Navarra 24 Junio, 1 race
 4 Race: Motorland 29 Julio, 2 races
 5 Race: Albacete 14 Octubre, 2 races
 6 Race: Valencia 18 Noviembre, 1 race
*The worst result will be discounted for the general clasification of the championship.
 Riders turning 11 years old before the first race and not turning 17 during 2018, the only exception is for riders who had been among
the three best ones of the category Moto 5, they can turn 11 years old during the year.
 The bikes of this category have 32 CV of power with a Yamaha WR 250 4T engine, 94 kg of weight and wheels of 17 inch able to reach
a speed of 185 km/h.
 The organization will grant:

1 scholarship, 2 semi- scholarships and 2 mini- scholarships.

The scholarship is for the 2017 season Moto 5’s winner.

2 semi- scholarships for the second and third classifieds of Moto 5 during the 2017 season.

2 mini- scholarships for the fourth and fifth classifieds of Moto 5 during the 2017 season.
 The scholarship holders must pay for the inscription:

Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

4.326€ if they want a motorbike.
 The semi- scholarship holders must pay:

Nothing if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

7.571€ if they want a motorbike.
 The mini- scholarship holders must pay:

1.693€ if they don’t need a motorbike, even if they have to send us the fairings to paint and label them.

9.193€ if they want a motorbike.
 The non scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders have to pay for the inscription:

In case they have their own motorbike and want to participate in all the Championship, they will pay for 3.316€.
Furthermore, they must be inscribed in the RFME website and send us the fairings to paint and label them.

10.816€ if they want a motorbike.
 All the scholarship, semi- scholarship or mini- scholarship holders who want to get inscribed, in addition to the indicated costs, they
must get inscribed in the RFME website, paying the registration.
 All the motorbikes will be taken in care by the riders, the engines must be sealed and the ECU will be drawn in every race. There will be
a minimum weight for the bike and rider which will be marked by the average of the inscribed rider’s weight plus the bike’s weight.

PREMOTO 4
 The inscription rights include:
 Motorcycle painted and labelled for the Championship
 Advice and help in case of a crash or break down, from a mechanic shared each 5
riders.
 Advice from a telemetric shared each 5 riders, sharing graphics and comparing
with the best one, to help and increase the performance decreasing risks.
 Mechanic helper each 4 riders, to help in case of crash or break down.
 Data acquisition kit with lap timer, speed, rom, temperature, throttle position.
 NG brake disks kit.
 Motul lubrication kit.
 Fuel supply by the organization for all the motorbikes, forbidden particular supply.
 2 helmets, 2 Cuna de Campeones suits.
 Clothing kit composed by 4 T-shirts, 2 sweatshirts and 2 jackets.
 3x6 tent assembly, shared by 2 riders.
 The riders wanting to update their PreMoto 4 to the new rules, must send us their
bike to the Circuit Ricardo Tormo to start it transformation, the price is of 3.393€ VAT
included and the changes are: engine supports and screws, exhaust, engine Yamaha
WR 250, carburetor, ECU, main loom and telemetry.
 The riders who want to update their Moto 5 to the new rules of PreMoto 4, must pay
the indicated above plus 1.230€ for the tail, radiator and hoses, fairing supports,
complete fairings, footplates, damper and fuel tank.

PREMOTO 4
The riders who want to participate all inclusive (bike rent, transport and
maintenance by an organization mechanic, two wheel sets per race, race’s
inscriptions, Friday free practices and all inclusive except the damages
caused by crashes or breaks down) can do it paying 20.000€ VAT included.
The payment of said amount will be made as described below:
• 40% when the contract signing.
• 30% after the second race.
• 30% before the fifth race.
All damages caused by crashes must be paid before the next race.

PREMOTO 3
 The championship includes 6 events, two of them with two races and 4 of them with one
race.
 Maximum 3 riders turning 12 years old before the first race and not turning 17 during the
season.
 The bikes of this category have 38 CV of power with 250 4T engine, 85 kg of weight and
slick wheels of 17 inch able to reach a speed of 210 km/h.
 The organization will grant:
 1 scholarship and 2 semi- scholarships.
 The scholarship is for the 2017 season PreMoto 4’s winner.
 2 semi- scholarships for the second and third classifieds during the 2017 season.
 The scholarship holder must pay 14.400€ Vat included and sign the contract of
Circuit rider.
 The semi- scholarships holders must pay 25.200€ VAT included for the inscription
rights.
 The non scholarship holders must pay 36.000€ VAT included.
 All the motorbikes will be drawn and taken in care by the organization, the ECU will be the
RFME’s organization allowed. There will be a minimum weight for the bike and rider which
will be marked by the RFME.
 This category winner will be a scholarship holder of Cuna de Campeones’s team for the
2019 season at the European Talent Cup Moto 3.

 Inscription rights include:

Motorbike rent

Motorbike setting during the 6 events and 8 races with 20 wheel sets, the crashes are not included in the price and will be paid apart.

Mechanic for each ride.

Experienced telemetric to help the rider, shared each 3 riders.

A shared technical responsible to help in the settings.

Track technic.

Physical trainer specialized in coaching to help the rider.

Bike, mechanics and technics transportation.

Friday Free practices

2 helmets, 2 Cuna de Campeones suits

Clothing kit composed by 6 T-shirts, 3 sweatshirts and 3 jackets.

1 training session at Circuit de la Comunitat Valenciana Ricardo Tormo before the first race.
 The payment will be made as described below:

40% when the contract signing.

30% after the second race.

30% before the fifth race.
 The race’s inscriptions must be done by the riders in the RFME website.

PREMOTO 3

EUROPEAN TALENT CUP
 The championship includes 7 events, 3 of them with two races and 4 of them with one race.
 Maximum 3 riders turning 13 years old before the first race and not turning 18 during the season.
 The bikes of this category have 41 CV of power with 250 4T engine, 84 kg of weight and slick wheels

of 17 inch able to reach a speed of 210 km/h.

 The organization will grant:

 1 scholarship and 1 semi- scholarship.
 The scholarship is for the 2017 season PreMoto 3’s winner.
 1 semi- scholarship for the second classified during the 2017 season.
 The scholarship holder must pay 24.000€ VAT included and sign the contract of Circuit rider.
 The semi- scholarships holders must pay 42.000€ VAT included for the inscription rights.
 The non scholarship holders must pay 60.000€ VAT included.
 The Team undertakes that the motorcycle will always be best prepared so that the Rider can achieve

best performance.

 This category winner will be a scholarship holder of Cuna de Campeones team for the 2019 season at

the FIM CEV REPSOL 2019 meanwhile the rider classifies among the three best riders of the European
Talent Cup.

MOTO 3
 The championship includes 8 events, 3 of them with two races and 5 of them with one race.
 Maximum 3 riders turning 14 years old before the first race and not turning 18 during the season.
 The bikes of this category have 47 CV of power with 250 4T engine, 85 kg of weight and slick
wheels of 17 inch able to reach a speed of 235 km/h.
 The organization will grant:
 1 scholarship with the Moto 3 MIR KTM 2016 to the rider who has represented us at the
European Talent Cup Moto 3 2017, meanwhile his results had been satisfactory and he has
classified among the three best riders of his category.
 The scholarship holder must pay 53.000€ VAT included and sign the contract of Circuit rider.
 The non scholarship holders must pay 115.000€ VAT included.
 The Team undertakes that the motorcycle will always be best prepared so that the Rider can
achieve best performance.

 The rider representing us with the Moto 3 MIR KTM 2016 during the season 2018, meanwhile he
classifies among the 10 first riders or finishing assiduously among the 10 first riders, will be a
scholarship holder of Cuna de Campeones team for the 2019 season at the FIM CEV REPSOL 2019
with the Moto 3 KTM M36 with the relevant updates.

Julián Miralles, Circuit Ricardo Tormo
Tel: 96 252 52 20
E-mail: escuela.motos@circuitvalencia.com
Website: www.cunadecampeones.es

